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If you would like to use the images in your Windows 10 wallpaper installation in some other way ... By default, Windows 10
stores your wallpaper images in the “C:\Windows\Web” directory. ... The listed folders do not contain images which are used on
my PC. ... This was done easily in Windows 7 and 8.1.. You'll then need to place the image in a certain folder so Windows
recognizes it as a login screen background image and uses it appropriately.. Be sure to check out his web site for some
interesting Windows 7 content. ... Just like your Desktop! The default background of folder icons is a thumbnail preview of the
contents inside: images from inside the folder, icons of .... Are you trying to use the slide show for you desktop background or
lock ... In Windows 7 it was easy to select multiple folders and have a slide .... The "Themes" folder will open and the current
background or wallpaper will be in this folder. Or press "Windows Key + R" to open run box; then ....
https://superuser.com/questions/207852/where-is-the-wallpaper-folder-in-windows-7. Mr. Rocky Bennett. Linux User and
Windows 10 Lover.. To add your own desktop background to the above location, simply create a folder (with a relevant name
for your backgrounds) within the .... The folder at C:\Windows\Resources\Themes contains the default themes that came with
windows 7 but can also contain themes added manually by the user. The folder at C:\Windows\Web\Wallpaper just contains the
default wallpaper that came installed with windows 7 but is used by the default Windows themes.. In Windows7 you can shuffle
your desktop backgrounds (wallpaper ... the location that you want, or click Browse to locate your wallpaper folder.. In
Windows 7 and higher, you might find a couple of folders and those are the categories that I was mentioning above. wallpaper
folder windows.. Resolves issues in which you cannot change your desktop background in Windows 7.. Windows Vista, Choose
a desktop background. To select a different folder to display pictures Windows 7, Choose your desktop background.. In
Windows Vista and later, you can change the Desktop Wallpaper by ... clear the entire location history or want to remove any
particular folder path from the list, .... The Wallpaper folder is at C:\Windows\Web\Wallpaper. Hope this helps. Thank You for
using Windows 7. Ronnie Vernon MVP.. Try different backgrounds by clicking them; click the Browse button to see pictures
from different folders. Click any of the pictures, and Windows 7 quickly places it .... On Win 7 the personalisation screen
showed the folder being used. I need to check which folder both usernames are using as the source of .... Add your own desktop
background pictures to the system wallpaper folder in Windows 7: these images can even use a custom category!. Windows 7
lets you easily change the image you see on your desktop. ... Here, we have moved to the Pictures Library folder to see what
images are available.. But, as Windows doesn't show the file name of the currently displayed wallpaper, it becomes a problem if
you have thousands of images in a store folder and .... If you use Windows 7 as your operating system and use a specific
wallpaper as your desktop background, you may want to know where it is stored on your ... 640313382f 
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